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A nice picture but it is not "self-explanatory":
it contains many free parameters.



Measuring precision observables allows
to constrain the SM parameters
and to search for New Physics.
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Z decays to hadrons are constrained from LEP and SLC...
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Review of Particle Physics,
PDG, 2022



...but not all of them!
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Review of Particle Physics,
PDG, 2022



Future e+e- colliders operating at the Z-pole
would be a perfect place to study the couplings.
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The branching ratios to heavy quarks could be well 
constrained at ILC thanks to excellent flavour-

tagging.
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A. Irles et al., [2306.11413]



But how to take the measurement if...
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• tagging is imperfect (s quark)?
• tagging is unavailable (u, d quarks)?



How to measure Z couplings
to light quarks?
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General idea

We want to measure quark couplings:
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Γhad reads (exact at fixed order):

and Γhad+γ:

They are given in the SM by:

The correction factor f(ycut) to be determined for a given value of the resolution parameter ycut.



Measurement at the Z-pole

We can measure radiative and non-radiative cross sections separately 
and disentangle the couplings cd and cu:

Note: in this picture, the couplings are universal among quarks of the same type.
This assumption can be lifted by employing heavy-flavour tagging.
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How to generate Monte Carlo 
events?
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Analysis setup

We want to consider:

Experimentally measured photons can originate not only from the Final State Radiation but 
also from the Initial State Radiation, hadronisation and decays...

One may encounter the following issues:

• Matrix Element calculations may be either divergent or very slow for small photon-
emission angles,

• ISR structure functions can be used for small angles but a proper matching procedure is 
needed,

• FSR showers are important to account for QCD emissions but they may cause double-
counting,

• photons coming from hadronisation and hadron decays have to be included properly.
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Matching procedure – Whizard perspective

• matching: soft physics invisible in the detector,
hard physics properly reconstructed

• soft ISR photons simulated using built-in structure functions

• soft FSR photons simulated using parton showers

• hard photons simulated using full ME calculations (0, 1, 2... 
ME γ samples)

→ momentum transfer and energy to define the soft and hard regimes
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Efficiency of the matching procedure

• ILC@Z-pole: about 4% of Whizard events are rejected to avoid double-counting.
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How to select events?
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work in progress



Event reconstruction

Measurable photons can originate from:

• Initial State Radiation,

• Final State Radiation,

• hadronisation and decays.

The interesting information comes only from FSR so reconstruction 
criteria should reduce other contributions.

Z-pole: ISR naturally reduced (but often not in the baseline scenario)
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Isolation criterion ycut

preliminary, ILC@Z-pole
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Isolation criterion ycut
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preliminary, ILC@Z-pole



Conclusions

• Couplings of the Z boson to light quarks are poorly constrained but
an improvement could be achieved at future lepton colliders.

• Proper assessment of the uncertainties requires deep understanding 
of theoretical calculations, event simulation and reconstruction.

• Work in progress...
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Backup
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Backup: matching criteria
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Simulating events with Whizard and Pythia6 (shower and hadronisation)

• ME cuts:
o all γ’s:

q± > 1 GeV and E > 1 GeV and M(γ, qi) > 1 GeV

• event selection:
o all ISR SF γ’s:

q± < 1 GeV or E < 1 GeV or M(γ, qi ) < 1 GeV

o all FSR shower γ’s whose parents are initial quarks:

q± < 1 GeV or E < 1 GeV or M(γ, qi) < 1 GeV
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